
CAG Meeting Notes Mar 20, 2024

Attendees: Pat Alger, Nicole Collins, Julie Dandliker, Erika Goldstein, Florence McAuley, Mary Leigh 
Miller, Barbara Moreland, Iris Moore, Bill Schaaf, Bette Sindzinski, Marina Klotz, Brandon Lipe, Maile 
Ogasawara

Brandon Update
Visiting artist – nothing in store yet. Maybe something in June. 
Sonoma chili bowl – they had three different times about 100 people each. They had restaurants 

making chili in a commercial kitchen. Brandon liked our bowls better. They had a live local band 
playing. Maybe Doug’s band can play music for ours. They serve the chili in the bowl even though
everyone touched the bowls when selecting their own. No wash stations. They also had corn and 
bread from a local bakery and someone demoing making bowls. For our next one, November 
seems to be a good time.  

CCACA people have been applying to go. It’s in Davis April 12-13.
Family Art Day - very successful with about 1000 people attending.
Will ask instructors to introduce CAG at the beginning of classes.

General CAG Updates

Meals on wheels (Barbara)
Meals on wheels maker events went well. Held second maker event and will also hold glazing event.

Finance (Bill) – we are a good shape financially, should we increase the scholarship again? Bill talked 
with Brandon about potential needs. No details provided.

Display Case (Florence) - Will be cleaning out the collection cases. All the cases have been filled. All the
inventory is currently stored on a computer, which should be transferred to the cloud and/or an inventory 
app.

Contest (Iris) - Contest will be held June 8. Drop pieces off on Friday, June 7 from 12 to 6. The theme 
will be color. Lynn Meade will be the judge. Judging will happen in the morning and the event will be held 
from 12 to 3 in the afternoon.

Spring Pottery Sale - May 4 - 5 from 10:00-3:00. 30 people are selling. Set up on Saturday. Can leave 
pieces in the dance studio on Friday night. Will draw numbers for tables on Friday. 

Needed to wrap meeting up early, so Bette’s topics will be rolled over until the next meeting.


